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Book 1  
“Defeating The Ender dragon” 

 

Chapter 1 

The Arrival 

 
With a pop, Bob appeared on a Minecraft World where things were 
peaceful. Bob looked out into the horizon and saw a village sitting 
there, so he decided to take a look. 

 When he arrived at the village, it was not what Alex and Steve had 
told him. It was full of little people running around and what people 
called an iron golem stomping through, protecting the village from 
hostile mobs. Bob decided to destroy some houses to get wood 
and built a crafting table. Then, with the remaining wood, he made 
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some tools and a house. As Bob settled down for bed, he heard a 
zombie at the door, and then the sound of it being killed. The next 
morning Bob was awoken by the sound of zombies on fire and 
skeletons going up in flames. As soon as he opened the door, a 
zombie went at him but Bob was prepared and sliced the zombie 
in two, and picked up the XP and rotten flesh.  

When Bob was taking a stroll that afternoon, he thought to himself, 
“If I am going to defeat The Ender dragon I need to get mining 
and it’s going to be a tough life!” 
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Chapter 2 

The Nether Fortress 

 

Later that week, Bob was in full iron armour and had diamond tools. 
He just needed one more diamond and he would have full diamond 
armour. Quicker than anything, Bob had that diamond and diamond 
armour. He chucked on his gold helmet and jumped into the portal.  

When he arrived in the Nether, he came face to face with a ghost 
that was asleep, flying. When he was within a 48-blocks radius, it 
picked up his scent and started breathing fireballs at him. No 
sooner had Bob dodged them than it shot another round. After a 
while, Bob finished it off with one last arrow.  

Later on, Bob decided that before going home he would venture 
in the Nether fortress and find the enchanted golden apple.  While 
Bob was wandering the fortress, he happened to bump into blaze 
spawn. As fast as lightning Bob took out his sword and attacked 
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them. By the end, Bob had 17 Blaze Pods.  All he needed it now was 
for some Endermen to drop their Enderpearls, but first he was 
going to explore the world of Minecraft! 
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Chapter 3 

Get to the Woodland Mansion  

Part I 

 

As soon as he jumped into the village, Bob went straight to the 
cartography villager, and did a trade for the explorer’s map. Bob 
knew straightaway it was going to be a long journey, so he 
prepared by getting a bed, some diamond things and a boat.  He 
also brought a map so he could find his way back. As soon as Bob 
stepped one foot off the village, he realised he needed bones so 
he could tame wolves. Finally, Bob had set off with map in hand and 
travelled to the dark forest, also known as the home of the Spooky 
Mansion. While Bob was travelling, he set up camp in the middle of 
nowhere and had three dog companions. When the night came, Bob 
decided to take a stroll. He would bring one of the dogs for 
protection against zombies, skeletons, spiders, creepers, Endermen 
and phantoms. When Bob was taking his stroll, he came across a 
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pillager outpost, so he went round there and freed the Iron 
Golems, but went up to destroy the chest as well. When Bob got 
to the top, he destroyed the pillagers and took most of the 
valuable items. Quicker than ever, Bob sprinted to the camp and 
fell asleep before the jockey caught him. When Bob woke up, he 
found the jockey had dropped an enchanted bow. Later that day, 
Bob tested out the bow and it set the cow on flames and it cooked 
the raw meat from the kill. 
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Chapter 4 

Get to the Woodland Mansion  

Part II 

 

Bob collected the cooked meat and was on his way, but he made a 
trail so he could come back if needed. Bob found out he was almost 
halfway through the journey to the mansion and now he had six 
wolves for pets and did not have to hunt for more because his 
wolves were breeding pups. As Bob was walking, he came across a 
horde of 11 Endermen. He knew he needed their Enderpearls to 
make eyes of Ender, but he only managed to get seven of them. 
When Bob was just halfway, he came to a swamp and before he 
carried on, he decided to take a closer look and saw three witches’ 
huts lined up next to the swamp.  

When Bob arrived at them, there were three harming potions at 
each one, but the witch was nowhere to be seen even though the 
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front doors were open. He realised that she had gone to the 
spooky mansion to get more potions. So Bob decided to get out of 
there before she came back and ran back to his wolves. For that 
he had to climb 15 blocks and got to see how the dark forest was 
getting.  
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Chapter 5 

Getting to the Woodlands Mansion 

 Part III 

 

Bob was at the edge of the dark forest when it turned to night. 
He set up another camp for the night along with his wolves. When 
he woke up the next morning, he could see giant mushrooms spread 
across the forest, and skeletons hiding under trees lurking in the 
shadows, ready to fire arrows at anyone who would dare entering 
the forest.  

Later that day, Bob went underground, mining for fossils to add 
to his collection. He only needed one more day and he would be at 
the woodland mansion. Whilst he was mining, he found some 
diamonds, which made it possible for him to craft more diamond 
tools. Bob decided he couldn’t wait any longer and continued his 
march to the mansion, arriving there by night.  
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Finally, right in front of his eyes was the famous spooky mansion. 
When Bob found the front entrance, he walked in cautiously, ready 
to repel any sudden attack. As Bob looked around, he heard a 
spider noise getting closer to him, and he turned around to find 
three spiders ready to pounce. As they all attacked at once, Bob 
dropped a block of TNT and ran away to the sound of explosions 
obliterating the spiders from existence. As Bob ran off, he 
stumbled upon an evoker. It was an amazing sight, but it made 
crocodile mouths jump up and snap at Bob. He had to face the 
evoker in a hard battle and when Bob defeated it, he realised that 
battle had only just begun.  
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Chapter 6 

Battle of the Mansion 

 

By the time Bob defeated the evoker, more vindicators and other 
residents of the Mansion started attacking him from every angle.  
He managed to fight them off but was left with only five lives. Bob 
found a secret passage and crawled through. It felt like it was 
going on forever but suddenly, he came across the chest. He 
opened it, and couldn’t believe his eyes. There was an enchanted 
apple and a diamond sword with the enchantments: knockbackIV 
and fire aspect II, as a name tag. What he was looking for happened 
to stumble in front of his eyes. It was a Master Evoker carrying a 
totem of the undying. Bob chased the master evoker and smashed 
his diamond sword through the Evoker. It was set in flames 
straight- away and as it was on its way to heaven, it happened to 
drop the totem of the undying.  
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Chapter 7  

Back Home 

 

When Bob left the mansion, he made a massive map to find his way 
back and, on the way, he prepared all his stuff. The next day, any 
regard the stronghold and claimant for himself.  

After all the enchanting, he decided to find a horse and ride it to 
the stronghold to make it quicker. He left there with six dogs and 
his horse and they were off. He had to make a track for Frost 
walker so they could cross the seas. Bob kind of knew they were 
one tenth of the way through. On their way there, one of Bob’s 
dogs died fighting, but luckily, they got the trident. He then 
thought he should maybe start a fire and have something to eat. 
After that, he felt full up. He made sure the dogs and horses had 
something too, so they all had energy and could breed more wolves 
and horses. The next morning, he was ready to go and get on with 
the search - even though he knew it would take forever to find a 
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stronghold. One thing was for certain, he was not on the right 
path.  
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Chapter 8 

Finding the Stronghold  

 

As Bob carried on with his journey he came across an abandoned 
mine-shaft and went inside to find the chest and spanner. When 
he was deep inside the mine-shaft he three and I have entered 
and it told him he was halfway there. Entering the mine-shaft, Bob 
went further and further and suddenly he was there with the 
chest. He continued and found an enchanted apple. Bob was so 
delighted he ran around the room, not noticing the skeleton beside 
him with full enchanted armour. When Bob finally noticed the 
skeleton, his heart actually stopped briefly. He quickly swung his 
sword out of his pocket and smashed into the armour- it made a 
clanking sound and the skeleton stopped. Bob knew it had just died 
then the skeleton dropped his bows and arrows and left for 
heaven. Later on Bob carried on the search and by the end of that 
day, he had found the beginning of the Stronghold.  
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Chapter 9 

The Portal Search 

 

That morning was the best morning of Bob’s life. He had done it 
and he was at the Stronghold - it would take at least a week but 
it was worth it for 12,000 XP would be coming Bob’s way so that 
would mean a lot of enchanting and a lot of good to use to fight 
and mine with. As he was looking for the portal room, he came 
across a library with the chest that was opened and it was and he 
couldn’t believe his eyes there were so many different types of 
enchanting books he took them all.  
  
Further on he met an army of zombies that he easily destroyed 
them with a couple of hits when he arrived next to the portal room 
he could hear silverfish spawning all the. Bob took all of them out 
with his hits and actually mined the spawned took a look around 
the room or saw some diamonds and mined them. The next morning 
Bob jumped into the end and then it was there he was at the end. 
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Chapter 10 

End of battle  

Part I 

 

Bob had done it he was ready to battle to the end. As Bob stepped 
on he felt a dragon and he was in battle. Later he was just about 
to destroy the first crystal and he did it but the dragon breath 
hit Bob so hard he flew of the tower. Luckily Bob had enough time 
to place some water and landed on water so he did not lose any 
hearts. Quickly Bob held out a shield as the Dragon hit him again. 
Bob got to another crystal tower and as Bob jumped of he drank 
slow falling and but when Bob missed the other crystal using 
enderpearls to teleport up and hit it. He awkwardly uses his 
pickaxe to mine through the iron bars before the Dragon hit him 
with another off its breath fireballs. Sooner or later Bob might be 
dead he was on four a half hearts but he drank a portion of 
healthiness and he was back on 10 hearts.  Bob suddenly had an 
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amazing idea but it might leave him and the Dragon dead or alive. 
Bob thought to himself no one will ever do this except me. Bob the 
dragon-slayer. He had to try! 
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Chapter 11 

End of battle  

Part II 

 

Bob stumbled into the light he saw the Dragon in the jet-black sky. 
As Bob went over his plan he accidentally looked at the ender man 
in the eyes it had attacked and then ran away but Bob hit it in the 
chest with the sword, and it dropped an Ender pearl. So Bob 
teleported to the crystal, destroyed it and was halfway down when 
Bob took a shot at the next crystal he missed but fired another 
and this hit the next crystal perfectly. The next Crystal was 
covered it iron bars so Bob had to climb up and destroy the iron 
bars before he could destroy the crystal. After that he had 
destroyed half of the crystals now he had only five more to 
destroy before he could kill the Dragon. So Bob shot at the next 
Crystal it hit perfectly, so Bob tried again but missed after that. 
The next shot hit perfectly now there are only three more to go. 
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In a matter of seconds Bob knew he would have all the crystals 
and be able to kill the Dragon but first he had to destroy the 
three that were left. Easily Bob took out the next crystal with his 
arrow now there was one last one but was just too hard to hit 
with an arrow. Bob had to climb all the way up to the top of the 
tower. When Bob was at the top of the tower he destroyed the 
crystal and then jumped down to attack the Dragon. Now Bob went 
over to the blocked up leave portal, where the Dragon was 
perching. Quickly Bob took out his diamond sword to hit the Dragon 
100 times. The dragon was then on half health. Now the Dragon 
soared up into the sky but quickly came down and perched again. 
Then Bob hit it another hundred times and the dragon was dead - 
flying up into the sky  as skeleton. The portal was not blocked up 
any more so Bob could leave but he needed to complete another 
mission… 

To find out more about his next adventure, read on in ….Book II 
“Time to Fly”        
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The End 
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We hope that you, your family and friends enjoy the 

book you have created.  This project was co-ordinated 

and facilitated by author Nikki Young for members of 

her Storymakers writing club. 

 

Find out more at: www.storymakersclub.com. and register 

for your next exciting course.  

 

The Storymakers Writing Club provides English and 

writing support to children aged 7+ in the form 

of weekly groups, 1:1 sessions and holiday workshops. 

 

Publish your book at www.saronti.com/storymakers 
 

 



We make reading and writing fun. We embrace creativity. 
It’s fun. It’s unique. It’s Saronti!

Custom & Personalised books, card games, colouring activites and more...

Create & Download, Print at home or Buy Print

Need another copy of this book?
Go to https://www.saronti.com/storymakers
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Follow Bob on his exciting, and often dangerous, 
adventure through the world of Minecraft.  




